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ABSTRACT
Cultural theorist have analyzed and exposed many elements of culture that were
otherwise out of plain sight. Two theorists, Gloria E. Anzaldua and Franz Fanon, that have done
exceptional work attempting to shatter the norms of how concepts such as decolonization,
violence and activism could truly work to create progress. Fanon discusses concepts of black
existentialism in the early 20th century. He explores how difficult it is, primarily for people of
color, to express and develop an identity within the structures of inequality embedded globally
through colonization. Anzaldua, on the other hand, does similar work but through micro-cultural
changes that in tum are very substantial for freedom after decolonization. Through looking at an
exceptional example of activism representing physical decolonization the film The Battle of
Algiers provides a clear image for society of Fanon's theories of violence and intellectual
intention regarding activism. Then moving into modem adivisrn against neo-colonization and
white supremacy, how Anzaldua's theories are seen though many activists today such as Black
Lives Matter. The theories of Anzaldua and Fanon continue to stay relevant in giving direction to
what must be done to create a real shift in hegemony across and within the racial system of the
United States as well as in global racial and gender issues.

KEYWORDS

activism; resistance; colonization/decolonization; neocolonialism/postcolonialism;
microaggression; systematic oppression; internalization; assimilation; reclaiming
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Introduction

When dealing with issues of inequality in a post-colonial world, the question arises of
what it means to be an activist and intellectual. How these identified activists choose to act in
order to create progress towards equality is consciously or unconsciously influenced by the
intellectuals of the past. From gaining independence against colonial rule to now, pushing for
more abstract changes such as correcting microaggressions that are unclear, passive messages of
oppression. Frantz Fanon, as mentioned before, developed cultural theories on the activism
against oppression and decolonization. Within his writing, Fanon pulls from both traditional
cultural theory of hegemony and systematic oppression and to more experiential measures. His
entire life was dedicated to physically immersing himself within the fight, as well as advising
activists as intellectuals who were processing their role in pushing for independence and
decolonization. His writing analyzes more abstract concepts such as internalized historical
trauma and lasting ideologies of colonization. Such studies are essential to understanding why
decolonization is such a slow and difficult process. Fanon directs much of his writing to the areas
in which he visited or stationed himself to provide the given community with the knowledge
needed to radically decolonize culture and land. The majority of his writing comments on the
acts of colonization and decolonization within Algiers and his own city, Martinique, which, like
Algiers, was colonized by the French government Fanon's piece titled "Algeria Unveiled" from
his book, A Dying Colonialism, shows this raw theoretical analysis in action. He wrote this text
while the Algerian war was still in full swing. This type of recording of history and specifically
of the events that took place in this war are crucial to understanding what was happening at the
core of the cultural activism as well as the decisions of the colonizers. Several concepts that are
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not usually included when retelling history, Fanon uncovered and intentionally focused on.
Concepts such as the physical embodiment of the activist and decolonizing of one's mind out of
assimilation and fear in order to rebel. For Fanon, as well as other intellectuals, physically being
with the activists in Algiers made a huge difference in the way they protested. Fanon 's
knowledge of history, theory and experience show the elements necessary to gain control and
freedom. understanding what has to be done in order to gain control and freedom.

Within his piece titled "The Fact of Blackness" from Fanon's book, Black Skin, White
Masks, Fanon's thoughts jump, paragraph to paragraph, from moments of experiencing extreme

mental dissociation and pain in the midst of personal experiences of activism to describing
specific policy that set oppressed peoples backward or forward. Throughout his explanations of
these issues he strategically places generalized, existential concepts of the world within
decolonization and how these forms of violence should be perceived. Fanon's writing truly
expresses not only the struggles of his time but current struggles as well. His style of writing
shows a different approach to discussing systemic problems of culture that is incredibly relevant
through processes of decolonization as well as with modem struggles of inequality. Fanon does
important work of representing many people, especially those currently oppressed who are trying
to tackle hard questions of cultural inequality and find it horrifying and stressful to find any clear
answers on how to make progress.

Into the late twentieth century, theorist and activist Gloria E. Anzaldua explores the
personal, internal effects of neocolonialism in Texas in the mid-twentieth century. Her main
focus throughout her writing is decolonization in a modem world and how to use nontraditional
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forms of reclaiming to decolonize the mind to help her community, both on a small scale and
globally. Within her novel, Borderlands/La Frontera: The New Mestiza, she incorporates lessons
from her own experiences as a Mexican immigrant being forced to assimilate to white children,
teachers and American culture as a whole. This assimilation was reinforced primarily in her early
education and through linguistic discrimination and sexism she experienced from her own
community and from the world around her. For example, Anzaldua and other Spanish speaking
classmates were forced to speak English and physically punished if caught speaking Spanish.
This text is important to look at in relation to the activism done to create legal change in
somewhere such as Algeria because the problems of decolonization are much different than they
were when physical independence was the main goal. Anzaldua's decolonization process has
little to do with legal change and instead questions how our minds and entire lives have been
predetermined by the ideologies the process of colonization. This type of work is gravely
important in modem situations of inequality. The oppression that exists today within the United
States is much different than the problems during African American slavery or the U.S Civil
Rights movement. Many of those situations were pushed against for tangible change, mostly
based on a request to recognize racism and human rights. Today, activists are up against
individual thought processes held in an ideology built on hundreds of years of oppression.
Anzaldua's activism is specific to these hidden prejudices and microaggressions. Legal change is
still necessary and mass protest is still used for those situations but there was a shift in activism
and the reason is the fact that society has shifted and the issues are much less concrete.

In chapter five of Borderlands ... entitled "How to Tame a Wild Tongue", Anzaldua offers
a quote, from an unpublished book titled Moorland is Cold Country by Ray Gwyn Smith, that
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encompasses the struggle after the fact of legal decolonization. Smith states, "Who is to say that
robbing a people of its language is less violent than war?" (75) This is what Anzaldua questions,
exactly. What has to be done when the colonization is no longer physically taking land but is less
tangible like being told to hold your tongue as a Spanish speaking woman. She explains specific
atrocities perpetrated on her, her family and friends in a neocolonial world. Modem activists and
theorists are continuously forced to deal with unclear issues of inequality, new ways of dealing
with oppression has been required to be developed within the past thirty years, after several legal
rights were provided to people of color. Through Anzaldua's life experiences, she has developed
internal and responsive tools as non-traditional modes of activism, specifically regarding
language that helped her reclaim her own culture and expand the conversation of post-colonial
ideologies and change. Her fleshed out concepts on American postcolonialism is directly based
on personal experience and the major issue of hidden, systematic oppression. Anzaldua's writing
is also very important to look at for individuals who are active in current social movements
because of the accessibility of her words. She has a unique way of phrasing all of these instances
in a theoretical way that expands her developed concepts to any other oppressed narrative of
colonization/decolonization rather than directly incorporating recognizable theory. Anzaldua's
concepts usually center mostly around assimilation and violence between the colonized and
colonizer in modem day. She intentionally writes on these issues, they are current and essential
to studying. Expanding on specific atrocities perpetrated on her, her family and friends in a
neocolonial analysis of her own culture, is necessary to her work, spending time discussing
issues surrounding sexism and inequality she has experienced from her own community.
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Through Anzaldua's experiences and knowledge she reverses the terms of colonial influence in
her environment that can be applied globally with her thoughts of systematic oppression.

The Battle ofAlgiers: Background

The Battle ofAlgiers directed by Gillo Pontecorvo does important work on multiple
fronts such as, feminism, decolonization, concepts of intellectualism necessary to successfully
create change as an activist, as well as what the film was global recognized for, the
representation of the physical government intervention and colonization of foreign land due to
threats. According to Wendy Smith, a long time film reviewer for the Los Angeles Times and the

Chicago Times as well as the Washington Post, "The Battle of Algiers, (is) arguably the most
famous and influential political film ever made" (I). Along with this statement, in her review of
the film through The American Scholar, titled "From Oppressed to Oppressors", she further
explains why she believes this film is so socially important, "The Battle ofAlgiers took a pitiless
look at the war for Algerian independence ... " (1). A couple aspects that create this powerful
depiction are using documentary, realist style, the fact that it is actually shot in Algiers and lastly,
non-actors were hired as actors for the film who had experienced this war in their own lives.
Yacef Saadi who was one of the central leaders of the actual uprising was given a speaking role,
which created an extremely raw depiction of the war.

The film clearly tackles an abundance of issues very well. Many people felt and still feel
a sense of empowered and representation from the recreation of this story and how empathetic
the film is to the central characters, committing the violence. In 1966, the film was shown in at
the Venice Film Festival. Although the film does positive work for people under the grip of
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colonization, many French audience members of the festival walked out during the showing.
According to Smith's review, the first screening of the film was too recent and raw of a depiction
for people to process. It disturbed many audience members, stirring up horrifying feelings of
how realistic the cinematography was. It had only been about four years since Algeria gained
independence. This reaction was not specific to this festival audience either, after it was released
the film was banned in France for five years.

When unpacking representations of culture such as this film, one must consider the
deeply rooted messages throughout the piece. Fanon and Anzaldua's theories are seen through
the activism of Algiers' civilians. Highlighting a period in the process of French colonization of
the capital of Algeria, Algiers and the counter rebellion that came, the film depicts the reality of
the situation, through the documentary like form. The majority of the city was completely against
the French imposing on their cultural and physical space. As depicted in the film, an organization
called the French Front de Liberation Nationale or National Liberation Front (FLN), was fighting
to remove the French government from political power. This group was labeled as a terrorist
organization because of the crimes committed to signal a rebellion to the French as well as the
rest of the Country. Several individuals were targeted for the development and actions of the
group. The majority of Algerians were against the invasion of the French and in solidarity with
the FLN, because of this violence and torture was regularly used on Algerian civilians to gain
information on these activists. Fanon and Anzaldua's theories on action against colonial culture
can be clearly connected to the actions of the FLN. The actions of the individuals comprising the
FLN provides us with the measures that must be taken to achieve independence and start the
process of decolonization.
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The Battle ofAlgiers: Fanon and Anzaldua
Through The Battle ofAlgiers, this section analyzes the individuals involved in the FLN
and how Anzaldua and Fanon's theories are are seen through their practices. The central
character of the film, Ali Ammar, better known by his nickname, Ali La Pointe, experiences a
full revelation of his actions as a part of a group that empowers him to keep the movement going.
These revelations are supported by theorist Franz Fanon's work on violence and anti-colonial
action. Fanon was in Algiers, studying the political climate of the war and working with the FLN
and other activists at the time. Two authors, Haidar Eid and Khaled Ghazel discuss Fanon's
theories on social consciousness and violence based activism that took place in Algiers and the
many other areas of the world Fanon immersed himself in to further decolonization. Eid and
Khaled's article titled, "Footprints of Fanon in Gilio Pontecorvo's The Battle ofAlgiers and
Sembene Ousamne's Xala", discusses a scene from the film that is crucial to the personal
experience of the activist. Multiple times throughout the film La Pointe is located and arrested by
French officers, his face was directly associated with the rebellion. The scene that takes place in
the Barbarossa prison used for torture in Algiers, is one of the most powerful scenes in the film.
La Pointe and several other prisoners witness an Algerian man being walked to the guillotine.
This man is clearly a nationalist who will be executed for committing some sort resistance or
terror against the French government. As the officers walk the man through the hallways of the
prison, he gradually starts to yell out in Arabic, "Tahia el Djez-air" (IMS Db), which means
"Long Live Algeria". It seems as though he is calling out to the other prisoners. As the others
locked in the cells hear him, they begin to yell the phrase back to him in Arabic. This moment is
an extremely important experience for La Pointe, as someone with a strong a need for radical
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change. As the imprisoned men yell back to the man, La Pointe sits on his bed seemingly
speechless.

Fanon discusses this notion of coming into social consciousness in the third chapter of his
book, The Wretched of the Earth. In this chapter he discusses the fact that many people put their
attention on universal issues such as equal wages and corporal punishment because of outside
influences, who he says are the elites of the world, feeding these issues to society rather than
letting individuals focus on the major problems arising in their own communities and country.
Fanon states,

The characteristic, virtually endemic weakness of the underdeveloped countries' national
consciousness is not only the consequence of the colonized subject's mutilation by the
colonial regime. It can also be attributed to the apathy of the national bourgeoisie, its
mediocrity, and its deeply cosmopolitan mentality. (98)

Fanon 's theory on this national weakness is the opposite to what La Pointe goes through but
gives information to the transition he goes through in prison. La Pointe is too focused on small
scale activism, such as the attacks on police officers. At the beginning of the movement against
the French he is not aware of his mobility to create change on a national scale. Before La Pointe
witnesses the beheading, his activism autonomously motivated. The way he uses himself to
create action within the city was rarely specifically focused or done for a purpose greater than
pushing and resisting against French officers. Through the prison scene and the scenes that
follow showing his deeper involvement with he FLN, it is clear that his motives have shifted into
focusing more on the success of the FLN in liberating their city and less on him individually
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acting against French police officers out of anger. He realizes that his activism was not simply to
kick an unwanted army out of their city, but a goal much larger. Even when demanding
something specific like legal change, activism rarely is only that. The need for identity and
freedom of a deep rooted self central to the motives of many activists. La Pointe, hearing this
passion bleeding from the soon-to-be-executed activist, sparks a violence within him and creates
a true meaning why he is fighting. More than he had felt fighting individual police officers or
constructing for him to what he is flight for. La Pointe understood that this was not just personal
but also political, global and much bigger than his individual self.

Anzaldua's theories are seen in this movement for independence when discussing the
concepts of identity and feminist power represented in the film. All of the actions the FLN took
on the French military were intentional, clear displays of power. The most discussed terrorism
the FLN produced was the bombings of several cafe 's within French corridors. The plan
developed by these activist to place the explosions within in cafes is arguably more powerful
than the bombs themselves. There were thousands of Algerian women, including hundreds from
real areas that gave up there daily lives to dedicate their time to the FLN. There were five women
that this movement depended on greatly to the organization and execution of the bombings.
There names were Djamila Boupacha, Djamila Bouhired, Louisette lghilahriz, Mae Rashid and
Zohra Drif. These women suffered more torture than any activist captured in Barbarossa. In the
film, three women are representing these women who were central to the resistance. The FLN
activist were clever. They knew that women were less likely to be suspected of crime so they
utilized gender for radical demonstration. Eid and Ghazel reflect on another truly important
moment for the film and global religious movements in general. The three women alter their
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outer appearance to fit the style of the French women living Algiers to get through the check
points surrounding their neighborhoods without being searched. They unveil themselves, which
in itself is a radical action to walk in public with hair exposed. It was common during the war for
French soldiers to humiliate Muslim women by making them unveil their hair as well as their
clothing in more horrifying cases. The three characters then cut their long hair short and put on
French modem clothing, matching the colonial culture and completely going against their
religious and cultural requirements. This action of converting into the oppressor to retaliate
against them was the most severe action of the FLN, more radical than the actual bombs deliver
in their purses. Their actions fit right in with Anzaldua's work, she was constantly shifting
language and meanings to figure out ways to reclaim and utilize oppressive terms and actions
against the oppression itself. The act of placing oneself in the position of a cultural object to
transition out of ones own identity into that of the oppressor is stunning and exactly the type of
thinking that is needed to create change. Studying this scene introduces a new meaning to what is
considered activism and that radical and intellectual action is needed.

The Battle ofAlgiers: Modem Relevancy
According to an article from the New York Times titled, "The World: Film Studies; What
Does the Pentagon See in 'Battle of Algiers'?" written by Michael T. Kaufman, a showing of the
film at the Pentagon was organized by the Directorate for Special Operations and Low-Intesity
Conflict, Thomas W. O'Connell. The showing was open to government officials, military officers
and experts on the matter. By showing this film, the pentagon was attempting answer the
question of ethics and effective action regarding the use of torture. The fliers advertising the
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screening held a lively but neutral message, not indicating how the messages of the film would
be taken and used in discussion at the Pentagon. The poster stated,

How to win a battle against terrorism and lose the war of ideas. Children shoot soldiers
at point-blank range. Women plant bombs in cafes. Soon the entire Arab population
builds to a mad fervor. Sound familiar? The French have a plan. It succeeds tactically, but
fails strategically. To understand why, come to a rare showing of this film.

The film was shown August 27, 2003, during the time of the United States dealing with similar
situations to Algerian terrorists within Iraq. It seems clear why the film was shown, to exemplify
a depiction of the possible outcomes of dealing with the types of warfare such as guerrilla action
and tactics used to counter these uprising, torture. I believe there are several reasons for this
screening than just to show what was productive or not with how the French government went
about their invasion. As has been discussed, The Battle ofAlgiers touches on the true social,
moral and personal impacts of colonization from the both sides, the colonized as well as
colonizers. First, the reoccurring war on terror needed to be critically analyzed and its motives
questioned. Secondly, the fight within Algiers was a people's war, based on individuals
conducting the terror through guerrilla organization, much like the individuals that the United
States military were searching for in 2003. Lastly, inhumane tactics such as torture used by the
military were bound to come into question at some point. Kaufman reports that in 1971 General
Jacques Massu, the individual that the character of commander Colonel Mathieu is based on,
wrote a book titled, The True Battle ofAlgiers, in defense of the creation of the film The Battle of

Algiers. A translation of this book from French to English was not found in my research,
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Kaufman or an associate of his must have been fluent in French or had access to a larger, global
database through Times. Massu states that torture is a "cruel necessity" (qtd. in Kaufman). Later,
in an interview with Le Monde magazine in 2001, he redacted this statement: "I think that would
be a good thing. Morally torture is something ugly" (qtd. in Kaufman). There are several other
elements of the film that could be important for Pentagon government officials who are making
direct decisions towards the war to see, such as the segregation of Muslim Algerian's in their
quarters called the Casbah, separnted from the much nicer French quarters. As well as seeing the
actual prison where the torture is done may do some critical moral work.

Anzaldua's theories regarding language are easily to applied when analyzing language
used in public spheres, such as the poster for the showing of the film as well as the language
Kaufman uses throughout his article. Referring back to his article, Kaufman uses the term
"terrorist" to describe the group of people fighting against the invasion of the French
government, the FLN. As stated by Merriam-Webster dictionary, the definition of "terrorism" is
"Violent or destructive acts (such as bombing) committed by groups in order to intimidate a
population or government into granting their demands." According to this definition, the actions
taken by the FLN were indeed acts of terror. But there are aspects to the FLN's actions that need
to be acknowledged. The FLN only took action on the people who had intruded their culture and
space. The French individuals who died innocently in the cafes is devastating but on a larger
cultural scale, they were complacent with segregation, racially driven discrimination, violence
and overall oppression of Algerian culture within Algiers. The members of the FLN used
violence to create a presence and message that would be heard globally. There were activists,
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returning the violence and oppression that was being used against their religious and cultural
identities.

The point is, Kaufman should have been aware of what using that word entailed in
context. During this time monstrous stereotypes and connotations had been developed for
centuries connected to the word terror. Anzaldua vision of language criticizes this use of
language that paints an image of radical activists fighting for livelihood as a dehumanized,
generalized organization full of hate and revenge. If he was aware what was he attempting to
report as terrorist in relation to a narrative of independence, not terror. One may assume that
many subscribers of Times read this article, associating the history of the Algerian colonization
and victory of independence, inevitably with the terror of the 9/11 attacks. Anyone reading this
article and seeing the word "terrorist" immediately associates the actions of the FLN with the
suicide bombers of September 11, 200 I. Even if what the Algerian activists did is technically
considered terrorism, that generalization is not appropriate for the specific situation and events
that took place in Algiers due to extreme colonization and segregation. These activists started the
movement that was centered in gaining independence from the French for the city of Algiers,
radically taking back their own space. During the film, it addresses that these issues are far larger
than just the independence of the city but for all indigenous peoples of the country. Besides
tangible independence, the concept of individuality and self empowerment to create change. The
narrative of this specific attempt to decolonization shows many aspects of activism, some
traditional and others more unique.
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Massu's comments, stated before, and the language used to label the Algerian activists
again reminds us why it is necessary to question the tactics used in intimate wars against
guerrilla organizations. Although it seems clear, is no way of knowing the exact intentions of the
Pentagon showing The Battle ofAlgiers but by knowing Massu's commentary from the time and
the fact that the same torture was used under the Bush military administration, this tactic of
retrieving information needed to be analyzed. As stated in Kaufman's Times article, the actions
taken by the French government did majoi damage to the people of Algicis and these events can
be closely looked through the lens of current wars and to gather information for dealing with
activists in the future.

Fanon and Anzaldua: Where are they seen today?

Many activists today dealing with gender or racial based work tend to have to deal with
all cultural issues as well, because they all interconnect. This section will focus on two major
movements of modern activism that I have personally participated in, the activism seen currently
in the United States such as the prominent Black Lives Matter movement and the mass feminist
movement such as the Women's March. These movements are specific to the current time
because of what has shifted regarding inequality. Compared to the FLN, Black Lives Matter is
dealing with smaller scale action, no longer bombing central white areas. This is indeed because
of the progress made in the last century to gain political and cultural agency for people of color.
Black Lives Matter has the media and country's attention so the activism becomes much more
internal for the individual activist and more focused on shifting the systemic racist, classist and
sexist structures that the United States is built on. As stated earlier, traditional modes of activism
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remain at the forefront of social issues today, and activism such as Anzaldua's work is hidden
and not broadcasted by the media for reasons of entertainment.

This is for multiple reasons, a common form of protesting is through mass demonstration
which draws the attention of the media solely because of how many participants organized
protests usually include. Aside from the media, this type of protesting is very direct, clear and
right to the point. Mass protests include signs and posters, clearing stating or questioning what
the march or stationary demonstration is in representation of or asking for. Types of protesting
such as taking action through petitioning or striking works in this way as well because of the
mass number of people involved. The action is concise, visible to mass audiences and cannot go
unnoticed. On the other hand, hidden ideological activism is not so noticed and requires a lot
more specialized knowledge than to join a mass protest. Both require a large amount of work, the
intellectual knowledge of oppression is just much harder to institute within society than to
physically organize a protest. This section moves even further into the activism of organizations
and individual activists who have dedicated their lives to having at least a small number of
representatives physically present during protests or social movement that include race, gender,
sexuality and many more issues. What is important about activists who are creating momentous
change today is the fact that they are up against much less tangible issues and have to be fully
aware of their intellectual and systematic choices within society and what they fight for.
Referring back to Ray Gwyn Smith's quote stated in Anzaldua's chapter on language, taking
away agency and the mental space to create individual cultural identities is as detrimental as a
traditional act of colonization such as physically taking land. Even when activists are solely
using physical action to protest, the issues being protested have changed drastically from the
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issues fought in Algiers or to relate closer to home, the struggles of the Civil Right's and Black
Panther organizations within the U.S. The problems faced today are far less clear and much more
complex to directly address and change.

In the past century, there has been an abundance of mass protests and physical activism
within the U.S and across the globe for various reasons. These movements of activism are in
most cases being motivated by the fact that not as much progress has been accomplished then
was expected after the Jim Crow/ Civil Rights era. A couple majorly protested issues are
women's reproductive rights, equality for people of color, especially black individuals, climate
change and the political situation that the United States is currently in. All of these issues have
been taken in by activists and closely analyzed by the intellectuals among them and made into
organized social movements. Black Lives Matter is the most commonly talked about organized
social activist group within the U.S and as well as B.L.M groups that have internationally sprung
up, besides the issue of feminism which much more people are aware. Feminism is tricky to
categorize as a organized social group because many feminists do not belong to an actual group
but practice it in their personal lives. There of course are feminist groups and clubs that one can
join to be more active in the feminist community but it is not as specific as being a part of Black
Lives Matter. For example, when B.L.M takes action it is their name that is discussed in the
media, when feminists come together to make change, it's all feminists or liberal women who are
labeled under that action which could be more or less dangerous as being specifically targeted as
B.L.M is. The generalizations and statements made to mass audiences through news sources
create ideologies about B.L.M that are already enforced structurally through racial oppression. I
will stay with these two movements for the remainder of the essay, analyzing the way the world
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perceives B.L.M and feminist movements and how they achieve issues such as work place
discrimination or police violence.

First, because black individuals are the most targeted people in the United States by
systems of policing, education systems, prison systems, and literally every other aspect to
American society, B.L.M is a radical group to associate with. Many consider B.L.M to not be
focused enough to be a movement, that the organization does not have tangible goals to push
towards. As stated in a recent book edited by Jaafar Aksikas and Sean Johnson Andrews titled,

Cultural Studies and the 'Juridical Turn 'Culture, Law and legitimacy in the era of neoliberal
capitalism, the B.L.M organization as a whole is watched with a skeptical eye from many
Americans because their stance is not a bullet point list stating specific political or social
requests. Even though the the issues that today's activists face are complex, the reasons why is
very clear. Aksikas and Andrews phrase this explanation of the reason for the actions of B.L.M
and why they are not able to be as clear as expected,

"In this sense, the Black Lives Matter protests are a crucial turning point in relation to the
way progressive and radical movements are responding to the juridicial tum. Instead of
working to change the law through the legal system or pushing for legislation changes ...
it is working to transform the balance of not only culture, but power." (xxiii)

Similar to feminism, there are many hidden and less tangible issues being fought against referred
to mostly as systems of misogamy and sexism. Although, legal action, particularly within the
U.S, is still necessary for feminist movements because reproductive rights and discriminative
laws are currently being challenged by 2017 elected president, Donald Trump. B.L.M and
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feminist groups dealing with hidden discrimination may not have bullet points but that is simply
because every inch of the U.S has been developed and structured to ensure that femme
identifying and black folks are held lower on all fronts than white men.

Even though there are not always clear goals because of the issues being dealt with many
organizations fighting for justice do indeed have bullet pointed missions. The Black Youth
Project 100, which to be clear is separate from Black Youth Project, is an organization much like
B.L.M. Their nine chapters throughout the United States center themselves in direct action
against violence from police officers and inequality for Black, queer and femme identifying
folks. Their mission statement addresses the concept of the issues today being more systemic and
harder to overthrow as well as having tangible, bullet pointed goals. From BYPIO0's website, a
section on their mission, vision and values states, "Our work is generally centered on ending
systems of anti-Blackness and emphasizing the urgency of protecting folks living on the margins
of the margins, including women, girls, femmes, and the gamut ofLGBTQ folk." First, activists
currently in the United States are fighting systemic problems embedded structurally, in
education, politics, etc. Secondly, on an individual, daily experience level there needs to be
mental and physical protection for marginalized individuals from micro or macro aggressions
such as actions from white folks, utilizing white privilege. These two goals are responsible for
the progression of anti-racist work moving forward. In acknowledging the systemic, structural
embeddedness of racism as well as individual safety of marginalized people combines
intPIIPl"t11al informMion with ,bily rP.~lity r.re~ting

~

h~se or~ st~rt of ::i c;:ol11tion to ineq1rnlity.
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The black individuals that made up the Civil Rights movement were up against much
more organized issues such as legal restrictions for people of color as well as queer folks and
women. that could be solved through clear legal and physically action of diminishing structures
such as educational segregation. Activists now are faced with issues that are hidden in plain site.
A couple examples of this almost new kind issue is micro-aggressions and police brutality. How
does a small group of activists change the way the way a country full of systematic racist
individuals deal with day to day encounters? When a white person makes a joke using the "N"
word or a police officer shoots a person of color and blames it on the victim, how do we tangibly
change the way those situations are dealt with on a large scale. Having to call out a racists every
single time something inappropriate is stated will become tiring for many people, especially for
P.O.C. And it may not change that racists mind. The activism that has to take place to change this
excused racism is unclear and very difficult to find what will work. Using the example of the
countless incidence of police brutality towards people of color, queer folks and women, shows
how much power constructs like the U.S. Police force hold. Because of these systems of power,
many officers are not held accountable for their violence actions and the system of P.O.C being
shot dead just because a cop felt challenged or a loss of power. Much of this is from suppressed
racism along with toxic masculinity on the male officers part. BLM questions systems as well as
individual case like these that have been normalized and in tum accepted.

Conclusion

When exploring concepts of decolonization like the ones developed by Frantz Fanon and
Gloria E. Anzaldua, one must consider the past and the further of activism against oppressive
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powers. By doing this, information is uncovered on how the process of decolonization works and
how it is not as tangible as it is presented. The Battle ofAlgiers as well as the activism shown
from Black Lives Matter represent what has to be done, through work like Anzaldua's theories,
to truly decolonize and wipe a space of its oppressive development. The issues that activists face
today have shifted from those dealt with in the past, globally. The activism used in the past is
related and similar to the mass protests used today, but the tangibility of violent, large scale
aciivism is aimost non-~xisi~nt an<l knowing what action should counter it is sometimes too
complicated to make a decision that will ensure progress. Of course it is necessary to note that
this argument does not encompass every country's cultural inequalities, countries under
oppressive power such as a dictatorship may still be acting in the ways of the FLN but in most
cases, the activism is to change day-to-day discrimination. Activists throughout history have not
had a choice in what types of issues they have to fight for, if all social issues could be solved
over a simply court ruling or protest and everyone was on the same page of doing anti-racist/
oppressive work than Anzaldua and Fanon 's work would be invalid. But their theories stay
continuously relevant throughout the twentieth century up until current day.

To create change we must channel Fanon and Anzaldua's thinking to make sure that
culture progresses out of the oppressive colonial, hegemonic systems that keep people of color,
women and queer folks in a place of powerlessness. Fighting everyday to shift language, or
encourage gender equality is enough and is what is needed now. The FLN did what was required
of them and now the requirement is less focused on taking physical action but to think and
critically analyze what is happening currently and why the progress has slowed down. The
progress seems slow and the marches seem almost useless when we see a leadership position
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filled with someone like Trump to represent the people but it is not slow or unneeded, it is simply
different and this work needs to be continued. Slowly the world will become more equal and
hopefully one day people will be able to live undisturbed knowing that the work of past activists
shifted the world out of power hungry western colonization into equalized cultural peace.
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